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Address Harald Hacks Tech GmbH 
Jung-Stilling-Str. 65 
44867 Bochum

Country Germany

Phone 0049 2327 3699140

Internet www.haraldhacks-tech.com

 

CONTACT PERSONS
Contact 1. Mr. Eng. Niklas Stoepel 

Phone: 0049 2327 3699140 

Contact 2. Ms. Anika Cerning 
Customer Contact & Marketing 

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
HHNRS - Solutions for neck ring repair

Discover the new generation of pre-grinding tables for neck ring repair.

 

HHMRS - Mould Repair Solution

Virtually maintenance-free and the best possible efficiency for error-free and quick repairs.

 

UMH - Universal mould holder

Ergonomic handling, welding, filing and finish grinding of shapes. Simple and accurate.

 

SG - surface grinder for mould repair

Error-free removal of the welding spots on the parting surfaces of the mould halves.

COMPANY BACKGROUND / HISTORY
We, Harald Hacks Tech GmbH from Bochum, have made it our task to develop solutions for neck ring and mould repair.

These innovative and unique repair techniques result from the accumulated experience of over 2 million repairs on over 5.000 different types of neck
rings made of all common materials.
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